Myths Stifle Local
COVID-19 Response

BCC’s New Tender Policy a Lifeline for Local Entrepreneurs

This time the Bulawayo City Council moved from lip service to action, and the local authority’s
public call for local entrepreneurs to submit expressions of interest to invest in the city’s
development projects is a step in the right direction.
BY EDITORIAL TEAM
The City of Bulawayo has been reeling under deindustrialization for the past two decades. Part of the challenges, locals
believe, is that there are fewer companies that have the city at heart. Put differently, local pundits claim most tenders are
awarded to companies from Harare or other parts of the country.
This may be true but what have the City Fathers done over the years to address the matter? Absolutely nothing!
This week, we were shocked, perhaps not necessarily surprised but elated, when the Bulawayo City Council announced
that it has enacted a local tender policy that will see local entrepreneurs being prioritized in economic development
projects. Unlike in the past, the local authority did not dilly-dally and went on to issue a call for an expression of interest
for local land developers who wish to invest in some emerging housing projects around the city.
In our special report titled ‘Bulawayo In Charm Offensive To Resurrect Dead Industry’ we dive deep into the issue, and ask
one of the city’s senior officials about the policy and what it means to the city’s reindustrialization efforts.
This year marks 34 years since the end of the massacres of an estimated 20 000 people from Matabeleland and the
Midlands province by a state-sponsored Korean Army known as the Fifth Brigade or Red Beret.
The wounds of survivors and their loved ones continue to fester amid demands for justice, reparations, apologies and even
ownership by those who were involved. Efforts made in the past to address this emotive issue have according to justice
campaigners not prioritized truth telling. Our lead story shines a light on the perceived challenges associated with the
recent developments in dealing with the atrocities now well known as ‘Gukurahundi’.

For several campaigners at the heart of seeking justice, the latest attempt by the Emmerson Mnangagwa led government
to handle the issue on a case-by-case basis is problematic as it may not only force those seeking justice to withdraw out
of fear but also sideline the Midlands province which was also affected by the atrocities. Our story explores their concerns
and wishes and we thus implore those involved in the process to take heed—this is the only way that healing can take
place.
The demand for justice after a genocide and other such brutal events should prioritize ensuring that survivors and victims’
do not continue to go through subliminal torture. Most of those that witnessed these torturous events are dying, but their
descendants need closure, for national building to be a reality, the lid on this pot needs to be closed when the water has
simmered or turned to ice even.
In this Issue, Bokani Mudimba, our Matabeleland North-based reporter speaks to Binga born philanthropist Dr Jabulani
Mudenda, who, together with his wife, founded Kabwe children’s home that has illuminated hope amongst underprivileged
children. We commend Mudenda’s work and invite many people across our region to emulate him in uplifting the lives of
those in need.
This publication wouldn’t be complete without looking at COVID-19 and how it has continued to impact our communities.
In Bulawayo we look at how backyard poultry has flourished in the past year. More interestingly, the city administrators
are attempting to turn a blind eye to this unlawful practice, an empathetic move in the face of economic hardships. Our
hope is that the laws are revised to ensure we move with the times, land is becoming scarce and formal employment is
no longer buttering the bread, assuming the bread is even there.

BULAWAYO

Editor’s Choice

Fresh Attempts To Address
Gukurahundi Split Hairs
The emotive Gukurahundi issue is being
revisited with a “victim-centred approach”,
but long standing justice demanders say the
government-sponsored approach is hollow
and may not yield genuine redress.
by Nqobile Bhebhe

The pronouncements celebrated by State actors as a
show of Mnangawa’s administration’s seriousness to
resolve Gukurahundi has however put wedge between
Matabeleland human rights defenders, activists and the
State.

Activists claim that the government is employing ‘dirty’
and intimidatory tactics to silence victims of the atrocities
Gukurahundi remains an emotive issue in the Matabeleland
as they suspect that only a few brave victims will present
region and more often than not, “attempts” to deal with
themselves to chiefs handling the cases “as more people
it raise suspicion and concern. A recent statement issued
will fear being victimised”.
after President Emmerson Mnangagwa met the National
Council of Chiefs (NC) at the State House in Bulawayo on
August 21 to discuss a Gukurahundi resolution roadmap “The way it is structured has a possibility
to scare away victims.”
adds fuel to the fire.
Mbuso Fuzwayo, Ibhetshu LikaZulu coordinator
“The process will be victim-centred and will also involve
key stakeholders engagement...The President made it clear According to human rights groups, a North Korean trained
that a one size fits all approach would be inappropriate for army unit killed over 20 000 people from the Matabeleland
and Midlands regions in the early 80s in what is commonly
this programme,” the statement reads in part.
referred as Gukurahundi.

“A lot of issues are not coming out clearly. What was
supposed to have happened is, when you now say we will
proceed on a case-by-case basis, you must be clear on what
you mean.”

Alex Nxumalo, who says he lost his father and brother to the
atrocities, is of the view that the “case by case” approach
is a trap laid for civic organisations that have been vocal on
the matter.

“I say so because there are many issues associated with “This is a perfect plan for the government to clear its name
Gukurahundi. [A] case by case approach might cover in terms of victim numbers.
exhumation but outside of exhumation, there is need for
a collective handling of it,” adds Fuzwayo, a long time “I foresee not many people showing up.
Gukurahundi justice campaigner.
The government statement said exhumations and reburials
will be resolved on a case by case basis and the relevant
chief should give guidance and directions.

If that happens, how will the civil society
account for the more than 20 000 figure
of victims they normally talk of? It’s a
trap.”

Alex Nxumalo
At one time, exhumations and reburial of Gukurahundi
victims were allowed to proceed as part of a process to find Testimonies of the Bhalagwe tortures are contained in the
closure on the emotive issue.
Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace (CCJP) report
titled “Breaking the Silence: Building True Peace, a report
This resulted in the exhumation and reburial of Justin on the massacres in Matabeleland and the Midlands, 1980
Tshuma and Thembi Ngwenya in Tsholotsho’s Enkwalini - 1988”.
community in 2019 who were killed by the Fifth Brigade in
March 1983.
The detailed report exposes the extra-judicial killings,
multiple rapes of women, and people who were burnt alive
Bulawayo-based Ukuthula Trust, an independent body of in detention centres manned by the Fifth Brigade.
forensic archaeologists and anthropologists conducted the
exhumations.
The late Robert Mugabe’s administration once initiated a
probe into the Gukurahundi massacres but the findings
However, further exhumations were abruptly stopped after of the investigation by the Chihambakwe Commission of
the government said an enabling legislation had to be put Inquiry were never published.
in place to guard the process.
Mugabe’s predecessor, Mnangagwa, has also kept the lid
At the time, the National Peace and Reconciliation on the report tight.
Commission (NPRC) said it was laying the groundwork for
exhumations to begin, but there has been no movement.
Sinalisiwe Dlamini says solely tasking chiefs to handle
Gukurahundi issues “is a burden to them” as other issues
“If Mnangagwa managed to destroy a within their jurisdiction might be sidelined.

constitutional body (NPRC), there is a
lot that we need to interrogate, to say
is this approach an executive led or it’s
independent because it works against
what people said in 2013 during the
constitution making process.”
Mbuso Fuzwayo

“Chiefs will suffer burnout handling the matters. For
instance, if the whole community of about 10 000 people
say they lost relatives and chiefs are required to follow
the case by case approach, how many years would that
take? “In the long run, burnout will creep in and affect the
process,” Dlamini said.
As a way forward, chiefs were advised to go back to their
respective areas to consult on the issues raised.

“NPRC has its shortcomings. It was meant to get funding
support from the State, and we have to scrutinise whether
“So, whichever chief is ready, the President will deploy
he (Mnangagwa) genuinely wants to solve the Gukurahundi
resources to their area to support the resolution of issues in
issue or to destroy it and have everyone tainted and he
that area,” says the public statement, issued on August 21.
emerges as a credible person,” adds Fuzwayo.

SILOBELA

Gukurahundi Charlatans
Must Be Ashamed!
‘Gukurahundi was a genocide, and just like all functionaries continue to take Gukurahundi victims for
crimes against humanity, it must be addressed granted? For several decades, the perpetrators, who are
ironically the leaders of the state today, have blown away
in our lifetime.’
all the chances of fixing the matter.

By Our Reader
Barely a week after Emmerson Mnangagwa’s administration
pledged to address a 1980s state-sponsored genocide that
claimed over 20 000 innocent civilians from Matabeleland
and the Midlands provinces, the Gukurahundi charlatans
are back with their theatrics.
On Wednesday, Sept 1, a local journalist and human rights
champion Zenzele Ndebele, reported that a plague installed
by Ibhetshu LikaZulu in Silobela, Midlands province, in
memory of victims of the Matabeleland Genocide has been
stolen.
This follows a similar incident which took place barely a
month ago in Matobo, Matabeleland South.
Enough is enough! For how long will the state and its

The latest act might be another serious dent
to Mnangagwa’s sincerity following his recent
deployment of chiefs to local communities to
address the matter.
Before the latest incident, we, and several rights groups
from our affected communities were already doubting the
sincerity of the government to address the painful history of
our lifetime. We believe throwing chiefs into the forefront is
a ploy to exonerate Mnangagwa through burden-shifting.

Gukurahundi must be addressed by the
perpetrators. And the perpetrators are in
government, and that includes the head of

state himself.
While we sympathize with Ibhetshu LikaZulu and
likeminded groups that have continuously fought to address
Gukurahundi, we believe it’s high time the groupings
employ a different strategy to avoid being wrongly labelled
by state sympathizers trying to cover up for their handlers.

While the theft of memorial plaques erected
by the groupings will certainly not erase the
genocide, repeat incidents may further inflict
pain on victims and their relatives.
For this reason, we urge Ibhetshu LikaZulu and others to
go back to the drawing board and emerge with a strategy
that will keep the enemy at bay. Gukurahundi was a
genocide, and just like all crimes against humanity, it must
be addressed in our lifetime.
*The Local Fix is written by our active readers.
Opinions expressed in this column do not
necessarily represent our editorial ethos. If you’d
like to contribute to the column send your article
to editor@thecitizenbulletin.com.

HWANGE

In Hwange, Employment
Opportunities for Women
are Scarce
Without many options for employment
Hwange women are choosing to leave the
town. Efforts to make the mining sector
friendlier and more inclusive are not yielding
the expected results—yet.
by Calvin Manika

Pauline is contemplating on migration in search of better
opportunities.

“After finishing my A’ Level I went for
a certificate in Hotel Catering and Food
Technology. But, since then, I have never
been employed despite several attempts
in different mining companies. I now
want to go to Victoria Falls, maybe I will
get a job.”

Pauline Banda, a young woman in her early thirties sits
attentively at a roadside vegetable market in Lwendulu, a
high-density suburb in the colliery town of Hwange. She
sits under the scorching sun watchful of any suspicious
movement by her fellow vendors—a potential signal of the
Pauline Banda, a roadside vendor
presence of police officers.
The roadside markets are unregulated.
After two years in the trade and numerous arrests by
the Hwange Colliery and Zimbabwe Republic Police,

Hwange is dominated by coal mining companies. Mining
companies’ world over provide job opportunities to both
the educated and uneducated members of the community.
But young women in Hwange are struggling to penetrate
the industry.

Zimbabwe Diamond and Allied Minerals Workers Union
50%, an increase from 2019 (26%).
(ZDAMWU) Secretary General Justice Chinhema notes that
the mining sector is male dominated.
The proportion of households’ heads who were not
employed increased to 49% from 29% in 2019 and there
“We feel there is a need to break this barrier. It is worse in was a decrease in the proportion of household heads who
Hwange; you hardly see female workers engaged. Most of were formally employed from 36% (2019) to 20% in 2020.
the few women in jobs are employed as guards, janitors or
general hands,” says Chinhema.
Sifiso Moyo, a young mother describes how early pregnancy
halted her dreams leaving her without many options; she
The economic challenges in the country faced by many had to leave her baby soon after birth and seek opportunities
young people are forcing young women into migration. outside the country.
Findings by this publication indicate that, both in urban and
rural areas, young women are leaving the town and villages “I could not find a job locally. So, I did some piece jobs until
to look for greener pastures in Victoria Falls, Bulawayo, and I obtained a passport. When I went to South Africa, I left
South Africa.
my child with my grandmother. I support the family back
home,” says Sifiso.
Trade Unions based in Hwange have bemoaned this situation
where many local mining companies are not closing the job Another young mother Sibongile Ncube says, after several
inequality gap. Labour expert, Justice Chinhema says gone attempts of vising the Chinese mining companies to no
are the days when work is allocated on gender basis.
avail she thought of migrating to Bulawayo. However,
again, things are not rosy.
“These days there is no work that women cannot take.
Gender equality has to be applied and every person, “I am working as a babysitter in Bulawayo. I am being
if qualified for a job, should be given an opportunity. As underpaid, so I cannot afford all the needs of my two
ZDAMWU we have created a Woman, Youth and Gender children and my widowed mother. My mother gets a paltry
department to promote gender equality, equity and monthly pension allowance,” says Sibongile.
empowerment of women and young workers in the mining
industry. It is also pushing for the ratification of the ILO ZDAMWU says another repelling factor for young women in
convention 190 which deals with sexual harassment,” says local mines is fear of sexual harassment.
Chinhema.
“We have been receiving complaints of sexual harassment
The 8th Zimbabwe Vulnerability Assessment Committee perpetrated against female workers. And by creating the
(ZimVAC) 2020 - Urban Livelihoods Assessment notes that department of Gender, we have created a platform for all
urban areas provide several socio-economic opportunities women working in the mining sector to report those abuses.
for many people but are also becoming increasingly In Hwange district only 1 % of the employed workers are
precarious places to live in, especially for low-income women and the abuse is so rampant,” says Chinhema.
residents. The COVID-19 pandemic and its debilitating
impacts on livelihoods has exacerbated the situation by Greater Whange Residents Association Chairperson Fidelis
eroding community coping capacities.
Chima acknowledges that Hwange has job opportunities
considering the number of coal mining companies that are
mushrooming in Hwange.
“However, the challenge is that the working conditions are
toxic, and salaries are poor. If these companies are to pay
reasonable salaries and improve working conditions our
young women will get opportunities,” notes Chima.

The assessment indicates that the proportion
of female headed households in 2020 was

GWANDA

Vaccine Conundrum For
Pregnant and Lactating
Women
Despite pronouncements on the safety of
the COVID-19 vaccine for pregnant women,
health workers have been turning many away.
With increased restrictions being placed on
unvaccinated people, expecting and lactating
women are in limbo.
by Amanda Ncube
When the vaccine against COVID-19 was introduced in
the country in February Sithandekile Mpofu from Gwanda
District who was two months pregnant learnt that she
could not get vaccinated because of her condition.
Six months down the line Mpofu who is now eight months
pregnant fears for the safety of her unborn child if she gets
vaccinated. She has heard several perceptions about the
COVID-19 vaccine and its effects on pregnant women and
lactating mothers which have left her in doubt.

Mpofu says calls from the government for everyone to get
vaccinated have brought so much pressure on her.

“I’m afraid to get vaccinated against
COVID-19 as I’m pregnant and fear that
the vaccine might affect my unborn
child. Other pregnant ladies that I have
talked to have said they fear getting
vaccinated as they don’t want to give
birth to stillborn babies or disabled
children.”
Sithandekile Mpofu, eight months pregnant woman

“When the vaccine was first introduced I was told by health
workers that I couldn’t get vaccinated as it might affect my
unborn child,” she says.

She says she has seen various reports from health officials
saying the COVID-19 vaccine is safe for pregnant women
and lactating mothers. Mpofu says she does not trust these
reports and fears risking the life of her unborn child.

“I fear getting vaccinated as I’m breastfeeding my sixmonth-old baby. I heard that if I get vaccinated my breast
milk will dry out or the vaccine might affect the baby as I
will pass it onto her through breastmilk. What makes the
situation even more difficult is that health workers are not
Chiedza Moyo from Umzingwane District who is four even sure about what is best for us as lactating mothers,”
months pregnant says she is getting pressure from her she says.
employers as they are threatening to fire her if she is not
vaccinated.
A health worker at the Gwanda Provincial Hospital who
prefers anonymity says the last official communication
Moyo says she visited a local health centre to get vaccinated they received from the Ministry of Health and Child Care
but they turned her back. She says she is now conflicted on was that they should not vaccinate pregnant women and
what to do and what is safe for her unborn child.
lactating mothers. The official says they are yet to receive
official communication to start vaccinating them.
“If health workers tell me that they can’t vaccinate me
when I’m pregnant then I don’t know what to do. On one
end we are being told to get vaccinated by health experts
while on the ground health workers are telling us that they
haven’t received official communication to vaccinate us.”

“This just leaves us in a predicament
as pregnant women. My employees are
also putting pressure on me as they are
saying I risk infecting my workmates if
I’m not vaccinated. I now don’t know
what to do.”
Chiedza Moyo, four months pregnant woman

The government is slowly setting vaccination as a
prerequisite to access various services. Recently churches
were given the green light to resume physical services
with only congregants fully vaccinated against COVID-19
allowed to attend. Restaurants have also been given the
green light to offer sit in services for only vaccinated clients.
Cinemas and theatres can now allow 50 per cent sitting
capacity of vaccinated clients, and all workers should be
vaccinated. National art galleries across the country have
opened to vaccinated clients only and all workers should be
vaccinated. Gymnasia, health spas and fitness centres have
been permitted to open only to vaccinated clientele while
all sports clubs have been instructed to ensure that their
coaches, managers and any support staff are vaccinated.

According to health experts and researchers pregnant and lactating
women can get a COVID-19 vaccine.

Scientists, including Zimbabwe’s COVID-19
coordinator, recommend vaccines for
breastfeeding women. A recent study found
that vaccines create protective antibodies in
breastmilk. Scientists also recommend vaccines
for pregnant women.
According to recent media reports Dr Agnes Mahomva,
the Chief Coordinator for COVID-19 in Zimbabwe, says it
is safe for lactating mothers to take the vaccine. She says
scientifically vaccines that do not replicate in body cells do
not pose any risk for lactating mothers and their infants.

The America’s Centres for Disease Control (CDC) says
COVID-19 vaccines are thought not to be a risk to lactating
Victoria Sibanda from Gwanda District who is a lactating people or their breastfeeding babies hence lactating
mother says she has heard that the vaccine can affect her mothers can receive a COVID-19 vaccine.
baby as it can be passed through breastmilk. She says she
According to a study, published in April in the peer-reviewed
has also heard that it can dry her breast milk.
Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA)
Sibanda says all these perceptions have left her uncertain. vaccines also offer extra protection.

The study shows that a COVID-19 vaccination creates extra
secretion of antibodies in breast milk for up to 6 weeks
after vaccination.

“Antibodies found in the breast milk of
these women showed strong neutralising
effects, suggesting a potential protective
effect against infection in the infant.”
Research reads

According to the report, no mother or infant experienced
any serious side effects during their study period.
South Africa’s Health Products Regulatory Authority
(Sahpra) also recommends the vaccine for both pregnant
and breastfeeding moms.
Sahpra said on April 29: “The developmental and health
benefits of breastfeeding should be considered along
with the mother’s clinical need for immunisation against
COVID-19. It must be noted that the WHO does not
recommend discontinuing breastfeeding after vaccination.”
A senior health official who prefers anonymity says the
country is yet to release an official statement on vaccination
of pregnant women and lactating mothers. In the meantime,
these women can only ponder on what is safe for them and
their babies.

BULAWAYO

Is Harare Matabeleland’s
Yardstick for Quality Music?
Dlala Ntethe has taken social media by storm The complaints went even further to highlight that
and drawn the attention of critics and praisers promoters and media houses mainly based in Harare have
alike, but what standards are being used to their reservations with the song.
critic the music?, asks Thabani H. Moyo.
by Thabani H. Moyo

The complaints, genuine or misplaced, raises one
fundamental issue we seek to tackle in this instalment—is
Zimbabwean art measured through Harare standards?

In recent weeks, a musician from Nkayi, Skhosana
Buhlungu, has been breaking the internet with his latest
The smash hit Ntethe has basic 'playful ' isiNdebele lyrics
offering—Ntethe.
which resonate with the regional populace and huge
The song which has a video that features children has pockets of the Diaspora community as shown by YouTube
viewership patterns.
sparked fierce debate on various social media platforms

There are some quarters within the creative
sector that suddenly rose from the grave,
sharpened their swords and complained that
Ntethe is poor music.

As we have highlighted, critics claim the song is of poor
standard and we find this very problematic. Problematic in
the sense that it does not meet expectations from other
regions hence it should be crushed.
To us this is fundamental in that it sheds light on why most

artworks that do not speak to 'Shona' expectations are
shunned by national radio and television stations. Surely
over the years we have heard and watched horrendous
songs and films from up north getting much airplay and
rave reviews.

This sounds like serious cultural colonisation
of minority cultures by the dominant Shona
culture.

sometimes not because those works are of better standard
but because of their Shona cultural background.
It is very rare for an art product that is fully made of
Matabeleland dominated languages to make a mark at
national level unless it is translated into English so as to
accommodate our Shona brothers and sisters.

In Zimbabwe there is now what can be called 'Shona
privilege'. There is an unwritten law that the Shona
language is the commercial and office language. There is
This feeds to a long-held belief that if someone from the serious cultural dominance in the world of business and
Matabeleland region wants to make it in their field they commerce.
will have to relocate to Harare. The Matabeleland region
in this regard is to be reduced into a training ground. This It is common these days to hear a business conversation
phenomenon can be located in each and every artistic between two black Zimbabweans in English and Shona
genre.
because one cannot understand Ndebele, Sotho, Venda and
Tonga etc. This undeclared Shona domination over other
Many young artists from Matabeleland who sing, not only cultures has affected the creative sector in a big way.
in isiNdebele, but in other languages such as Kalanga,
Sotho and Venda have relocated to Harare in the belief that This has seen artists from the region repackaging their works
the grass is greener there than it is in their own regions.
to meet the minimum requirements of Shona standards.
Some Matabeleland artists have forced themselves to
Nothing can better demonstrate how marginalised and collaborate with Shona artists as a way of seeking national
dominated Matabeleland artists are.
relevance.

It is unfortunate that whoever raises this issue
is seen as tribalist and regionalist.
It is not farfetched to say that any artistic work from
Matabeleland seems not to fit in national events.
Matabeleland artists using mainly Ndebele language at
national events have found it difficult to present their works
because of unappreciative crowds who dismiss their works
based on language.

Some have even gone on to do code switching to qualify in
the Shona matrix.
However, it would be a tragedy for Matabeleland artists
to 100% dismiss Skhosana's criticism. We need to take
positives and improve our craft.
The recently said complaints by Harare promoters and some
media houses , if true or even implied, can be viewed in
the context of Skhosana’s song being sung in Ndebele and
hence not appealing to the dominant Shona culture.

During national events artists from Matabeleland are
sometimes insulted or pelted. Renowned musician Jeys
When Skhosana’s critics observed his song getting more and
Marabini is a classic example. A few years ago he was
more hits on YouTube yet not conforming to the demands
given a torrid time at National Sports Stadium as he sang
of a dominating culture they had to raise a red flag as they
in isiNdebele.
were convinced the views were rigged.

This trend that Matabeleland artists who do their works in
How was it possible that a song by a man from deep rural
their language are not welcome has even been demonstrated
Nkayi was getting so much attention? This then needed to
at National Arts Merit Awards.
be attended to. To them Skhosana is in a way disrupting the
norm and the domination of Shona musicians with his bad
It appears that during these awards artists
music.

from Matabeleland are there to make up
numbers.

It is problematic to have ‘people from Harare’ complaining
about Skhosana’s song while people from the region are
The area of television drama, local films and theatre have enjoying it. Whether these individuals from Harare are real
been dominated by works that are produced in Harare and or imagined their mention shows a deep-seated problem of

Harare dominating anything coming from any region.
Who are these people complaining about music that was
never meant for their consumption? What measurement
standards are these people using to say songs from
Matabeleland are not good when they want us to believe
that they hardly understand the language?

Why must Matabeleland always live in the
shadow of Harare?
It is time Matabeleland as a region learnt how to support
their artists without listening to those from Harare.
It is time that artists from the region learnt to shake off
the shadow of Harare and enjoyed their cultural products
without fear of being criticised by experts from outside. The
way we view things as a region must be independent and
not influenced by outsiders.
When those from Harare don’t appreciate our products, we
must not care because the products were never meant for
them but for people who appreciate, hear, see and feel the
beauty of our art.
The fact that political and economic power resides within
the Shona majority must not make people from the region
feel inferior by being themselves and celebrating their
culture through their arts.
So, we say, dlala Ntethe dlala….

BULAWAYO

Backyard Poultry Projects:
A COVID-19 LifeSaver
Despite these being against the law, backyard
poultry projects have mushroomed over the
years and even more so in the past year owing
to COVID-19—for others, this could be a good
time to revisit this legislation.
by Lizwe Sebatha
What started as a pastime during the 2020 hard lockdown
has become a source of livelihood for Admire Mangwende
of Pumula high density suburb.

mushroomed in his suburb, resulting in a drop in earnings.
“At the end of the day I am forced to sell the birds on
credit to my loyal customers. Life is tough but at least I
am managing to put food on the table,” Mangwende adds
oblivious that his poultry project is against the law.

The increase in the number of smallholder
farmers who are converting part of their
residential areas into fowl runs has been
increasing in recent months.

Mangwende turned one of the rooms of the family house
into a make-shift fowl run in April 2020, and says he has
There are no known statistics on the number of backyard
never looked back.
chicken breeders in Bulawayo as most of them are not
registered with an association.
“It has never been easy from day one as I had no technical
training or experience in poultry farming,” he says.
However, a “Chicken and Eggs for Sale” sign at most homes
in several high density suburbs is now common place,
Mangwende however bemoans the tight competition in
showing the extent of the spread in the city.
the business as several backyard poultry projects have

In terms of the Bulawayo Public Health by-laws, individuals challenges; top among them the shortage of day-old chicks.
can keep up to 20 chickens or ruminants without seeking
council permission provided these are kept in properly In a bid to avert the shortage of day-old chicks in the
constructed fowl runs.
country, the government last year promulgated Statutory
Instrument (SI) 245 of 2020, which suspended duty on
The by-laws also stipulate that the fowl runs should be fertilised poultry eggs for hatching by approved breeders.
sited not less than five metres from any dwelling and any
common boundary.
“The recurrent shortages affect business, and planning…My
wish is to construct a bigger fowl run in my rural homestead
Permission to operate a poultry project has to be sought of Mberengwa in the long run to boost my poultry farming
from the Town Planning Section on 7th Floor, Tower project,” Mangwende says.
Block. Bulawayo Deputy Mayor Mlandu Ncube admits
that enforcing the by-laws is difficult in the face of high
unemployment and poverty.
“We are caught between a rock and hard surface as we all
know that people are living from hand to mouth and trying
to do anything, even illegally like those backyard poultry
projects, for a living,” Ncube says.
Under normal circumstances, council would force closure of
such backyard poultry projects after issuing a notice.

“These poultry projects give people a
source of income, and food. Normally,
what we have done as council we do
awareness campaigns and encourage
residents to apply for licences because
raiding or closing such operations is a
painful exercise because this is what
some families will be dependent on.”
Mlandu Ncube, Bulawayo Deputy Mayor

The Affirmative Action Group (AAG) argues such laws must
be scrapped as they are “archaic”.
“We are an economy that is dominated by the informal
sector, sole entrepreneurs and hence the laws must reflect
that and must be changed to that effect.”
A survey shows that one needs anything in the upwards of
US$350 to keep 100 day old chicks with a breakdown as
follows: seven bags of feed cost US$203 (US$29 per 50kg),
US$100 for 100 chicks (US$1 each), lighting (US$10),
vaccination (US$15), electricity (US$15), labour (US$15).
A chicken is then sold for between US$6-7 depending on
the live weight.
However, poultry farming has always been beset by various

NKAYI

Makwateni Village
Battles Two Decades Of
Marginalization
Following two decades of infrastructural “That place has been forgotten ever
neglect and isolation, Nkayi villagers question since. There is no road link, no water, not
the role of government.
even a dam. People and their livestock
by Vusindlu Maphosa
Villagers at the Makwateni area in Nkayi say they have
been neglected, having had no access to roads and water
sources close to them for over 20 years now.

walk for more than 10 kilometres to the
Shangani River for water and people
walk about 10 km to board buses. The
local dam was swept away by rains some
25 years ago and has not been repaired.
The road was abandoned in 1984.”

The sorry state of affairs in the district was exposed recently
during a discussion on Nkayi development in a virtual
group called Nkayi Parliament where villagers passionately Methuseli Moyo, Nkayi villager
expressed their displeasure over the state of affairs in the
“People in Makwateni do not even understand whether
village.
there is a government or council. In this day and age can
Nkayi community member Methuseli Moyo appealed for there be a shortage of dams and boreholes in an area?”
authorities to assist Makwateni villagers in ward 12 with
Moyo says Makwateni area is neglected, adding that the
access roads and water points.

cattle in the area drink once or three times per week and
many have succumbed to dehydration.
Moyo says the devolution funds should at least be channelled
to the area to assist the community, and the government
and other institutions have a legal mandate and budgets
to develop those places and must be seen doing so through
using state funds obtained through tax collection.
Nkayi community member and an educator, Athanasius
Mligwe who is also Matabeleland North Social Development
and Peace Building Commentator says, “Water is a
constitutional right in section 77. Health is a constitutional
right also in the same section. Children's education is a
constitutional right. By not providing these, the government
is violating the Constitution.”

kneeling down to them for doing their job, it is wrong.
Government has a duty to deliver on its constitutional legal,
social and moral obligations, development is at the core of
the duties of the state,” Ncube says.

“We must understand that we are not
begging, we are demanding from the
government the development....it has a
duty to deliver to us. Government is our
employee, we are not employed by the
government, the government is there
to serve us, we are not accountable to
the government, but the government
is accountable to us. The government
must not act as if it is assisting when
constructing roads or hospitals.”
Effie Ncube, Human rights activist

Ncube says it is the right of citizens regardless of political
affiliation to demand government services as their human
rights and this is the standard procedure worldwide.
However, ward 12 Councillor Elvis Nkomo says villagers
face serious water challenges in the area after Makwateni
dam was destroyed by the rains. “Makwateni dam was
destroyed by rains and we lack funding to rehabilitate it,”
A family fetching water from a dry river bed. Image by Reuters
Nkomo says. Makwateni dam is located in the Gamulani
Human rights activist Effie Ncube who was born in Nkayi area in Makwateni.
says people are contributing money to the government
whether one is employed or not through the Value Added “I have raised the issue of the dam with the council and
they have since promised to send engineers to assess the
tax daily when buying from shops.
dam to know the costs expected for the project,” Nkomo
“We are contributing this money, not for those in charge to says.
give it to their children, but to develop the communities, to
construct roads, schools, bridges, hospitals, dams, protect He also says the roads are so terrible such that the
people from crime, protect people’s rights and enable community is left out in many programmes as the area
is not accessible. Nkayi District Development Coordinator
people to have access to justice,” says Ncube.
Matilda Mlotshwa Mahaso was not reachable on her
Ncube says in his line of work the government is a mobile when contacted and did not respond to questions
duty bearer and citizens are rights holders. He says the sent to her mobile number.
government has a duty to provide clean, safe water and
sanitation, to ensure that streets are free from criminals,
to eliminate corruption, and to provide infrastructures like
roads, houses and dams.
“On the other hand, citizens have a right to services that
the government has a duty to provide. The government
is not doing anyone favours by constructing roads. I have
seen on Television people worshipping government officials

BINGA

Meet Jabulani Mudenda, A
Binga-Born Philanthropist
Impacting Lives
‘Our vision is not to keep the kids full time
here but to give them shelter, love, care and
education to prepare them for the future and
if possible, reunite them with their families.’

BM: Who exactly is Dr Mudenda?
JM: I was born in Binga and I am a pastor by calling
belonging to the Baptist Church. I am the founder of Hope
Ministries and Hope Foundation which gave birth to Kabwe
Children’s Home. I am a family man married to Zondiwe, a
Deep in Binga’s Pashu area, is an orphanage that has partner in the projects where she provides motherly care
transformed not only the lives of 18 vulnerable children to the orphanage. As a pastor, I have trained more than 5
housed there but dozens of households and the whole 000 church ministers and made more than 20 mission trips
community through development projects. Binga born around the world.
philanthropist Dr Jabulani Mudenda, an evangelist and
founder of Hope Ministries Zimbabwe is the brains behind BM: Take us through the development of the
Hope Zimbabwe which founded Kabwe Children’s Home children’s home?
and is spearheading several community projects. The JM: Kabwe Children’s Home was founded in 2014. Its
orphanage is located between Tinde and Kariangwe, about history however dates back to 2001 when I was with
106km from Binga Centre and about 33km off Binga-Cross Multi Ministries International, an interdenominational
Dete road. He works with his wife Zondiwe Mudenda. Our organisation of South Africa. Agrippa Dube who was
reporter Bokani Mudimba (BM) had a one-on-one with Dr administering Zimbabwe from South Africa then asked
Mudenda (JM).
me to lead the Zimbabwe chapter as we hosted church

conferences and retreats for pastors in Zimbabwe. In 2004
I became national director for Multi Ministries Zimbabwe.
When Dr Harold Beastly, leader of Multi Ministries in South
Africa retired and moved to Canada, Steve Mann became
the new director and the vision of the church changed as
he decided to cut off the Zimbabwe office in 2013. That’s
how Hope Ministries Zimbabwe was born in 2014. As we
continued with evangelism, we decided to add a social
aspect to our work seeing that we were carrying the Bible
but orphans and widows had no means. We then registered
Hope Zimbabwe as a social voluntary organisation with the
Ministry of Public Service, Labour and Social Welfare and
this gave birth to Kabwe Children’s Home located in Pashu
area.
BM: Interesting developments, so what activities
and projects is Hope Foundation doing, what is its
vision?
JM: We have planted 27 churches under Baptist Church.
As Hope Ministries, we have built many churches around
Zimbabwe like Msuna Methodist Hwange, AFM in Kariba,
and Baptist in Nketa. We have distributed bicycles and
study Bibles to disadvantaged pastors in Bulawayo, Harare,
Kadoma, Kariba, Masvingo Binga, Bubi, Esigodini, Gwanda,
Mberengwa, Nkayi, Victoria Falls and Zvishavane. We also
aim to establish 1 000 churches countrywide and its work
in progress. We separated church ministry from the social
aspect and Hope Foundation has many projects that are
ongoing, some for orphans and widows and others for
pastors as well as the community in general.

families. The girl who is now 18 was from Nkayi and the
Social Welfare department said her uncle vowed never to
allow her back home hence we couldn’t take her back there.
We have two boys aged 12 and 16 from Binga who we have
reunited with their families. The one from Kariangwe had
fled to Zambia and the other from Gwangaliba had gone
to Victoria Falls where they were living in the streets. When
we took them in, we investigated their history with the help
of Social Welfare and so we managed to track their families
which is a success story.

So as part of our vision, we educate these
children and also ensure they have access
to primary healthcare, which is why we are
located near Pashu primary and secondary
schools and clinics.
They all go to school like everyone else and come back to
the orphanage. One of them has never been to school and
caregivers are helping him.

BM: Take us through how these children are raised
and what values are imparted on them?
JM: The children are raised in a family setup. We have three
houses and each has eight children and two caregivers who
act as parents. Those children coming from the same family
are not separated and that’s the first value of Ubuntu and
family that we need to impart in them. We want them to
know what family is so that when they are released they
don’t face challenges. In total, we have four caregivers, a
BM: How many orphans and vulnerable children matron and a registered social worker.
are housed at the home?
JM: We started with a capacity of eight orphans and we BM: What projects are you doing in Pashu or Binga?
have increased to 24 who can be housed at the three JM: Like it is said that the social aspect gave birth to the
houses that we have built. Currently we have 18 and one of orphanage, we started by building a 150-seater church
them has reached 18 years, which at law means she should at the orphanage. The first orphanage house was built in
be released into the mainstream society. The law states that 2016. We have built two guest houses, one for visitors
if we continue with an orphan after 18 years it’s of our own doing community projects and another for staff. We are
accord.
now constructing a pastors’ house.
BM: So what happened to the 18-year-old inmate?
JM: We have released her and she has secured a job at
another orphanage as a caregiver. She was 16 when we
took her, she couldn’t read or write so she needed special
education. Our caregivers have groomed her and she can
do housekeeping.

BM: How many households have benefitted from
these projects?
JM: We have 47 families that have benefitted from a goat
project which we are using to change lives. We identified
the needy households and gave them a goat each. The
idea is that after three to five years we take back the seed
goat and leave offspring. We target widows over 60 years,
BM: So what is the vision of the home?
orphans, child headed and families without a breadwinner.
JM: Our vision is not to keep the kids full time here but We have a community garden called mubola (last crops)
to give them shelter, love, care and education to prepare being run by 24 vulnerable families mostly child headed
them for the future and if possible, reunite them with their families with no breadwinners and the orphanage is there

as the 25th family. They are doing horticulture and supply
vegetables to the community.

There are also about 15 villages around the
orphanage that had no water because there
are no sustainable boreholes in the area. So
we connected a pipe to one of the homesteads
and everyone piped clean water. We have
extended the goat project to pastors who we
give 10 goats each and after two years each
returns five goats which we will seed to other
pastors or widows as we continue with the
cycle.

their centenary celebrations. Empty the Orphanage, an
organisation from Harare supports us on a monthly basis
and also helps with building material.
BM: Hope Zimbabwe, or Kabwe Children’s Home in
the outlook, where do you see yourself in future?
JM: Our dream is to have a skills centre. We want to
build blocks of classrooms for skills training, especially
for school drop-outs where they can do carpentry,
electrician, plumbing and agriculture among other skills.
An organisation called Tools with a Mission has donated
equipment for agriculture, plumbing and sewing and we
are waiting for the consignment to come.

BM: What are Hope Ministries and Kabwe Children’s
Home link with the government?
JM: As a church-cum-charitable organisation, Hope
They will be keeping the offspring. A church in Kentucky has
Ministries and Hope Foundation are registered as private
also donated 53 bicycles which we will be distributing to
voluntary organisations and Chief Pashu is our patron. The
pastors shortly. The orphanage has also bought a grinding
orphanage is registered under the Department of Social
mill which is also helping the community. We buy diesel and
Welfare and we work with the government in implementing
members of the community grind their grain but we don’t
programmes and goals.
charge them money, instead we take 3kg from their 25kg
bucket but those above 60 years of age grind for free. We
realised people have no money and that becomes grain for
the orphanage.
BM: From these projects, do you think you are
making an impact on the community and was
there any prior research done to establish if these
are the needs of the people?
JM: Without blowing our own trumpet, the organisation
has made a difference. The goats are meant to change lives
and with all these projects people can now pay school fees,
buy food and do other things. We train them in farming
and we have partnered with Agritex for that. Our mission
is Just to help the needy in the community. We also take
students on attachment and employ security and general
hands workers. We are also building a multi-purpose hall
for conferences and meetings as we want to be helpful to
the community so that development partners who work in
our area can have accommodation nearby and spend time
working than travelling to Binga centre of Hwange for
accommodation.
BM: Any challenges that you are facing?
JM: Our biggest challenge is food for day to day running.
Kabwe Children’s Home was founded with prayer and we
trust the Lord because every month there is a budget but
God has been providing. I travel around the world to preach
and we are mainly supported by friends and well-wishers.
We get groceries from well-wishers and some companies
such as National Foods who gave us groceries as part of
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Bulawayo In Charm
Offensive To Resurrect Dead
Industry
A new policy to reserve jobs and tenders for
locals may be what the city needs to resuscitate
the economy plagued with dead industry and
further decimated by COVID-19.

to Harare, leaving the once productive
industrial areas of Belmont and Donnington
bereft.

Sadly, fixing Bulawayo’s woes appears to be beyond the
government’s capabilities. A government attempt in
A visit to the Belmont industrial area, once alive with the partnership with Old Mutual to make $40-million available
roar of machinery, reveals the story of decay. Bulawayo’s in 2011 under the Distressed Industries and Marginalised
vast industrial areas are now abandoned, resulting in Areas Fund to help companies to retool proved to be
crippling unemployment and poverty for residents.
nothing more than a drop in the ocean.
by Lizwe Sebatha

Because of its industries and its strategic proximity to South
Africa and Botswana, as well as being the nearest city to the
country’s prime tourist destination, Victoria Falls, Bulawayo
was also a transport hub, with the National Railways of
Zimbabwe headquartered here.

Many people have relocated their businesses

However, all hope is not lost, says Bulawayo Deputy Mayor
Mlandu Ncube.
According to Ncube the local authority is now implementing
a deliberate local empowerment policy where ‘local jobs
and tenders’ will be reserved for locals to ensure quick
turnaround of the city’s fortunes.

“The only way councils can empower
local companies is through affirmative
action towards local companies where
we are saying it becomes a qualification
(for tenders) by just being local.”
Mlandu Ncube, Bulawayo Deputy Mayor

“This is a good policy because as you know our companies
have been finding it difficult to enter the system. We are
giving the companies an upper hand to get the tenders to
allow the local economy and companies to grow and create
employment for locals.”
Mlandu adds that the policy comes at the right time
when local companies have suffered economic shocks of
COVID-19.

Dube hailed the council's local empowerment policy as
long overdue.
“This is one of the best moves that we have ever
experienced in a long time,” Dube says. “With this policy,
if well implemented, I think we will see progress and good
development of our city now that whatever jobs are there
will always be reserved for local people, which is what we
have always been crying for.”

The Bulawayo chapter of black empowerment
group, the Affirmative Action Group (AAG)
however urged caution arguing the policy is
not “sustainable and easily implementable” in
a global village.
“What happens in cases where Bulawayo does not have
the capacity to deal with issues for the jobs that will be
tendered?” AAG Bulawayo representative Reggie Shoko
asked.
Shoko argued the local authority must instead only “ring
fence opportunities at ward level, the very entry level” to
revive “ward economies”.

Tower Block...The City Council employs the use of a policy to empower
local companies

“Having this policy will certainly boost the operations of
our local industry that has not been spared the effects of
COVID-19,” he says.

“City council needs to look into the revival of what we
call high density economies. We don’t need to see these
big corporates, giant retail giants and other companies
operating in the locations as they are closing out the small
shops owned by local entrepreneurs, individuals and family
shops. These are structural things that the council needs to
address and correct before talking about opportunities for
the whole city,” Shoko argues.

However, as things stand, warehouses at the once busy
Companies have been forced to cut staff, downsize or close
Belmont industrial area lie empty with broken windows.
shops altogether as COVID-19 forces a rethink of business
Their faded signs, rusting roof panels and chained gates has
models.
left Mthulisi Ncube, a local resident hopeless of ever finding
formal employment.
So badly affected are companies across the country that the
Finance ministry had to announce a ZWL$18 billion rescue
“I have long given up on getting formal employment. I am
package.
now used to hustling,” Ncube says.
Estimates by industrialists say industry capacity utilisation
has been falling due to short working hours and reduced
demand as disposable incomes are low.
Under the extended Level 4 lockdown, businesses are
supposed to close shop at 1530hours.
Bulawayo Residents Association (BURA) chairperson Winos

